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Welcome to

Aesthetica

Our goal is to provide a

world-class experience to

our clients, a place where

beauty, comfort, knowledge
and personalized attention

combine to create a totally

memorable and rejuvenating
experience.
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AESTHETICA
FA C I A L S PA

694 Portsmouth Avenue
Greenland, NH 03840
603.431.3055
www.aestheticafacialspa.com
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Facials
Instant Refresher Facial

30 min
55
First, your skin is cleansed of residual makeup,
pollutants, and pore debris. Next, an enzyme
masque is applied to exfoliate layers of dead skin
cells. A calming masque is then applied to soothe
and refine your new skin. Finally, sunscreen is
applied to your face and neck and you are refreshed
and on your way.

Vitamin C Infusion Facial

60 min
85
Antioxidant Vitamin C is the most effective way to
repair and prevent the aging free radical damage
resulting from environmental exposure. The most
powerful formulation of pure Vitamin C is infused
directly into the skin to restore skin texture, elasticity
and firmness while fading pigmentation problems
and diminishing fine lines and wrinkles.

Four Layer Facial

60 min
90
This luxurious European seaweed facial rejuvenates
tones and helps firm the skin. The seaweed filtrate
layer softens lines, adds moisture and helps
rebalance and tone skin tissues. The hydrating layer
includes a facial massage which improves circulation
to blood vessels. The seaweed mask layer is a cool
green aqua mask, which adds moisture, eliminates
toxins and nourishes the skin. The mineral mask
layer, the grand finale layer, is a thermal mask, which
creates a more even skin tone. The results are
impressive: younger looking skin with visibly
renewed moisture and an after glow that lasts.

Classic Facial

60 min
75
This one-hour treatment consists of a relaxing facial
with steam vapor, gentle cleansing, massage,
exfoliation and extractions. A skin-specific mask
application is followed by toning and moisture
protection leaving your skin radiant!

Microdermabrasion Single Treatment
Microdermabrasion is the ultimate advancement in
non-invasive, non-surgical treatment that uses
state-of-the-art equipment to renew skin.

Microdermabrasion offers treatment for the
following skin conditions;
I Fine Lines and Wrinkles
I Skin lacking luminosity
I Acne Scarring
I Aging Skin due to sun damage
I Enlarged/Clogged Pores
I Altered Pigmentation
Full Face
Full Face, Neck and Décolleté

100
125

Microdermabrasion Series Package
Purchase Five Treatments, Get Sixth Free.
Add to any facial for $50.
Please call to book a free consultation
and personalized treatment plan.

Revital-Eyes
The skin around the eyes is very delicate, thin and
requires gentle handling. It's also among the first
places we see changes in our appearance.
Revive your eyes and join forces against the
visible effects of aging.
Re-vital-eyes 25 min
45
Re-vital-eyes with Facial
35
This targeted treatment devotes extra care to the
tender eye area. Smoothes fine lines and
reduces puffiness.

Tinting
We use only natural vegetable-based dyes to
subtly accent your face and eyes.
Eyelash Tinting
Eyebrow Tinting
Eyebrow/Eyelash Tinting

25
20
40

Waxing
We use only the most gentle waxes available
to provide the most comfortable waxing service
possible. Do not use retin A, accutane or AHA
products prior to waxing.
Brow Shaping
Upper Lip
Chin
Full Face
Half Arm
Full Arm
Under Arm
Bikini Line
Half Leg
Full Leg
Full Leg & Bikini
Back
Chest

20
12
10
35
25
40
20
35
35
60
80
45
45

